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Abstract. Our literature review revealed that several applications 
successfully simulate certain kinds of human behaviors in spatial environments, 
but they have some limitations related to the ‘believability1’ and the ‘usability2’ 
of the simulations. This paper aims to present a set of requirements for 
multiagent-based simulations in terms of ‘believability’ and ‘usability’. It also 
presents how these requirements have been put into use to develop a 
multiagent-based simulation prototype of customers’ shopping behavior in a 
mall. Using software agents equipped with spatial and cognitive capabilities, 
this prototype can be considered sufficiently ‘believable’ and ‘usable’ for end-
users, mainly mall managers in our case. We show how shopping behavior 
simulator can support the decision-making process with respect to the spatial 
configuration of the shopping mall. 

1  Introduction 

This paper deals with multiagent-based simulation and focuses on the simulation of 
human behaviors in spatial environments. This kind of simulation represents an 
interesting and powerful research method to advance our understanding of human 
spatial cognition and the interactions of human beings with their spatial environment. 
MultiAgent Systems (MAS) provide a computing paradigm which has been recently 
used to create such simulations [6]. Our literature review revealed that several 
researchers used this paradigm to develop applications that simulate different kinds of 
human behaviors in spatial environments ([13], [6], [5], [8], [11], etc.). These 
applications successfully simulated certain kinds of behaviors, but they limited by two 
aspects: the ‘believability’ [9] and the ‘usability’ [7].  

 
In this context, the limitations of the applications which simulate human behaviors 

in spatial environments are related to:  

                                                           
1 In this paper, the term ‘believability’ means the fidelity to the real behavior to be simulated 

and the real simulation environment. 
2 In this paper the term ‘usability’ means the fidelity to the end-user’s goals. 

 



    (1) the ‘believability’ of the simulation: we noticed a noteworthy lack in the 
cognitive/spatial capabilities of the agents used in the simulation (perception, 
memorization, decision-making process, etc.); and  
    (2) the ‘usability’ of the simulation: we found that the majority of simulations 
presented in the literature are only used to visualize and display on screens the 
behaviors to be simulated. They do not generate output data which can be used by 
end-users in order to make decisions. To sum up, the majority of these applications 
are used as animations and not as decision-making tools. 

 
Developing ‘Believable’ and ‘usable’ simulations of behaviors in space is a 

challenging area of computer science. Many of the problems related to the creation of 
lifelike animated models have been solved, but the difficulty now lies in creating 
simulation applications of behaviors that are believable [14] and usable so that they 
can be effectively used by decision-makers (end-users). In this paper, we show how to 
improve the ‘believability’ and the ‘usability’ of simulation applications of human 
behaviors in spatial environments by using intelligent agents with advanced 
cognitive/spatial capabilities and real/empirical input data that feed the simulation 
models. As an illustration, we present a multiagent-based simulation prototype that 
simulates, in real-time, the shopping behavior in virtual geographic environment 
representing a mall. What’s more, this prototype uses empirical data collected from 
real shoppers during a week long survey. This paper also presents how this prototype 
can be used by end-users, which are mainly mall managers, to support decisions about 
the spatial configuration of their mall. 

 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the previous works 

dealing with multiagent-based simulation of human behaviors in spatial 
environments. We also propose some requirements which need to be satisfied by a 
multiagent-based simulation to be ‘believable’ and ‘usable’. In Sections 3 and 4, we 
present a multiagent-based simulation prototype that simulates the shopping behavior 
in a mall. In Section 5, we show why this prototype can be considered to be 
‘believable’ and ‘usable’ and discuss the satisfaction of the requirements defined in 
Section 2. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and presents some future works. 

2  Requirements for ‘believable’ and ‘usable’ multiagent 
simulation of human behaviors in spatial environments 

2.1 Previous research works 

Several researchers used a multiagent system approach to develop simulation 
applications that simulate different human behaviors in spatial environments 
(wayfinding behavior in an airport [13] [6], pedestrian movements in a mall [5], 
people movements in a large scale environment representing a town [8], pedestrian 
movement in a geographic environment [2], [17], [15], [3], etc.). These applications 
successfully simulated certain kinds of behaviors, but they have some limitations 
related to the capabilities of the agents used in the simulation. For example, the agents 
of [13] and [6] perceive their environment using the concept of information and 

 



affordance [6]. [5] and [8] use a message passing technique between the agents and 
their environment. These perception mechanisms (affordance, message passing, etc.) 
are efficient to perceive non-spatial information in the environment but do not allow 
agents to perceive the spatial/geographic characteristics of the environment. This is a 
major limitation when the goal of an application is to plausibly simulate the spatial 
behaviors of agents in a geographic environment. Furthermore, in these applications 
the agents do not have a memorization capability to memorize the elements perceived 
in the environment. What’s more, the majority of the aforementioned applications do 
not use real (or empirical): their data is generated randomly using specific algorithms. 

 
In addition, some applications such as those of [13], [6], [5] and [8] are only used 

to display on screens the behaviors to be simulated. The applications of [2], [17], [15], 
[3] are only used for animation purposes. To be more usable, simulation applications 
should be used beyond the mere visualization function: They should generate 
simulation output data which can help users to make decisions.  

2.2 Requirements for ‘believable’ simulation 

[16] have provided some insight into building believable agents for simulation 
applications. Here we refine these requirements with respect to the spatial aspects of 
the simulation. We identify two main types of requirements for multiagent simulation 
of human behaviors in spatial environments: 

- Requirements concerning the simulation models: These models are based on the 
agent paradigm. In order to benefit from the progress in the multiagent domain 
(autonomy, sociability, etc.), the main actors of the simulation can be represented 
using agents. In order to get a ‘believable’ simulation, the structure of such agents 
may involve variables which represent various kinds of characteristics: psychological, 
sociological, demographic, etc [14]. What’s more, the agents should be equipped with 
advanced cognitive and spatial capabilities. As mentioned in [16] here are some 
examples of these capabilities:  

- perceive the environment: Using this ability, the agent can perceive the 
elements of its environment. 
- memorize the elements belonging to the environment. 
- make decisions and reason: The agent can make complex non-spatial and 
spatial reasoning (e.g. make decisions about where to go in the spatial 
environment), perform spatial and temporal reasoning, etc.). 
- act in and affect the environment (e.g., navigate, communicate, etc.) taking 
into account the physical limitations of the environment (e.g., obstacles) and 
those of the human body simulated by the agent. 
- hold multiple goals and interleave their achievement. 
- react to the changing spatial environment and to interleave pursuing goals 
and reacting to the spatial environment. 
- interact with other agents in the simulation. 

 
-  Requirements concerning the simulation data: In order to enhance the 

believability of a simulation and to get meaningful and credible results from such 
simulation, one must use relevant and correct data. This data can be collected 
respectively from the observation of the phenomena to be simulated (human 

 



behaviors) and from its spatial environment. It is important to mention that relevant 
and credible data are needed to feed the simulation models, to calibrate them, and to 
verify and validate these models. 

2.3 Requirements for ‘usable’ simulation 

Simulation applications are generally used to support decision making [1]. In the 
literature, there exist several applications that simulate human behaviors in spatial 
environments. Unfortunately, these simulation applications are usually limited to 
display on screens the behaviors to be simulated (they play the role of computer 
animations). To be more usable, simulation applications should be used beyond the 
mere visualization function [1]. In this paper, ‘usable simulation’ means a simulation 
that can: 

- visualize on the screen the course of the simulation; 
- allow end-users to control the simulation time of the simulation, to parameterize 
the simulation models, to parameterize the visualization modes (e.g., zoom in, 
zoom out, etc.), ton change the configuration of the spatial environment, etc.; 
- generate output data that can be used by the users for decision-making purposes. 
Since we deal with simulation in spatial environments, a large part of output data 
has a spatial dimension.  
- analyze and explore non-spatial and spatial output data in order to support end-
users’ decision-making.  
 
 
Sections 3 and 4 aim to illustrate the application of these requirements thanks to a 

multiagent prototype that simulates the shopping behavior in a mall. In Section 5, we 
discuss the aspects that make this prototype ‘believable’, while in the Section 6 
discusses its usability.  

3 A ‘believable’ agent-based geosimulation prototype: The case 
of the Square One shopping mall (Toronto) 

Before presenting the simulation prototype which aims to simulate the shopping 
behavior in a mall, we present the platform which is used to develop it. This platform 
is called MAGS (MultiAgent GeoSimulation) and presented in the next sub-section. 

3.1 The MAGS: The MultiAgent GeoSimulation platform 

The shopping behavior simulation prototype is developed using a simulation platform 
called MAGS (MultiAgent Geo-Simulation) [11]. It is a generic platform that can be 
used to simulate, in real-time, thousands of knowledge-based agents navigating in a 
2D or 3D virtual spatial environment. MAGS agents have several knowledge-based 
capabilities such as perception, navigation, memorization, communication and 
objective-based behavior which allow them to display an autonomous behavior within 
a 2D-3D geographic virtual environment. The agents in MAGS are able to perceive 

 



the elements contained in the environment, to navigate autonomously inside it and 
react to changes occurring in the environment. These agents have several knowledge-
based capabilities. 
 - The agent perception process: In MAGS agents can perceive (1) terrain 
characteristics such as elevation and slopes; (2) the elements contained in the 
landscape surrounding the agent including buildings and static objects; (3) other 
mobile agents navigating in the agent's range of perception; (4) dynamic areas or 
volumes whose shape changes during the simulation (ex.: smoky areas or zones 
having pleasant odors); (5) spatial events such as explosions, etc. occurring in the 
agent's vicinity; (6) messages communicated by other agents [11]. 
 - The agent navigation process: In MAGS agents can have two navigation modes: 
Following-a-path-mode in which agents follow specific paths which are stored in a 
bitmap called ARIANE_MAP or Obstacle-avoidance-mode in which the agents move 
through open spaces avoiding obstacles. In MAGS the obstacles to be avoided are 
recoded in specific bitmap called OBSTACLE_MAP. 
 - The memorization process: In MAGS the agents have three kinds of memory: 
Perception memory in which the agents store what they perceive during the last few 
simulation steps; Working memory in which the agents memorize what they perceive 
in one simulation and Long-term memory in which the agents store what they 
perceived in several simulations [12]. Unfortunately, the agents in MAGS can also 
memorize some elements of the simulation environment and do not have learning 
capabilities. 
 - The agent's characteristics: In MAGS an agent is characterized by a number of 
variables whose values describe the agent's state at any given time. We distinguish 
static states and dynamic states. A static state does not change during the simulation 
and is represented by a variable and its current value (ex.: gender, age group, 
occupation, marital status). A dynamic state is a state which can possibly change 
during the simulation (ex.: hunger, tiredness, stress). A dynamic state is represented 
by a variable associated with a function which computes how this variable changes 
values during the simulation. The variable is characterized by an initial value, a 
maximum value, an increase rate, a decrease rate, an upper threshold and a lower 
threshold which are used by the function. Using these parameters, the system can 
simulate the evolution of the agents' dynamic states and trigger the relevant behaviors 
[11].   
 - The objective-based behavior: In MAGS an agent is associated with a set of 
objectives that it tries to reach. The objectives are organized in hierarchies which are 
is composed of nodes that represent composite objectives and leaves that represent 
elementary objectives which are associated with actions that the agent can perform. 
Each agent owns a set of objectives corresponding to its needs. An objective is 
associated with rules containing constraints on the activation and the completion of 
the objective. Constraints are dependent on time, on the agent's states, and the 
environment's state. The selection of the current agent's behavior relies on the priority 
of its objectives. Each need is associated with a priority which varies according to the 
agent's profile. An objective's priority is primarily a function of the corresponding 
need's priority. It is also subject to modifications brought about by the opportunities 
that the agent perceives or by temporal constraints [11]. 
 - The agent communication process: In MAGS agents can communicate with other 
agents by exchanging messages using mailbox-based communication. 

 



The spatial characteristics of the environment and static objects are generated from 
data stored in Geographic Information System and in related databases. The spatial 
characteristics of the environment are recorded in raster mode which enables agents to 
access the information contained in various bitmaps that encode different kinds of 
information about the virtual environment and the objects contained in it. The 
AgentsMap contains the information about the locations of agents and the static 
objects contained in the environment. The ObstaclesMap contains the locations of 
obstacles, the ArianeMap contains the paths that can be followed by mobile agents, 
the HeightMap represents the elevations of the environment, etc. The information 
contained in the different bitmaps influences the agent’s perception and navigation. In 
MAGS the simulation environment is not static and can change during the simulation. 
For example, we can add new obstacles, or gaseous phenomena such as smoke, dense 
gases and odors which are represented using particle systems, etc. [11]. 

3.2 The Mall-MAGS prototype: A multiagent-based simulator of the shopping 
behavior in a mall 

a. Creating agent-based models with complex structures and advanced 
capabilities: 
In order to create believable shopping behavior simulation models we carried out an 
in-depth literature review related to several disciplines dealing with such behavior 
(consumer behavior, marketing, shopping behavior, etc.). Based on this literature 
review, we developed rich conceptual models representing the shopping behavior in a 
mall. The first part of these models represents the shopper. In this part, we integrated 
the majority of factors that influence the shopping behavior within a mall (e.g., 
demographic factors (age, gender, occupation, marital status, etc.), cultural factors 
(culture, sub-culture), psychological factors (emotions), etc.) as well as the processes 
that compose it (e.g., perception, memorization, alternatives evaluation, decision-
making, displacement, buying, consumption, etc.). The second part of these 
conceptual models represents the environment (i.e. the mall) and contains the main 
elements that influence the shopping behavior (stores, kiosks, colors, music, etc.). 
Then, based on these conceptual models, we developed specific agent models.. We 
specified two categories of agents: 
(1) The shopper agent: This type of agent corresponds to the main actor of the 
simulation. It represents the real shopper in the simulation. The structure of this agent 
contains several attributes which are demographic (age, gender, occupation, marital 
status, etc.), psychological (perception memory, short- and long- term memories), 
cultural (culture, sub-culture), etc. The behavior of this agent focuses on the shopping 
activities and contains the following processes (perception, memorization, reasoning, 
decision-making, action, navigation, etc.).    
 
(2) The agents representing the environment’ elements: In this category we find the 
agents representing stores, kiosks, doors, corridors, etc. 

b. Collecting real data about the shopping behavior in a mall: 
To feed the agent-based simulation models related to the shoppers with real data we 
carried out a survey in October 2003 and collected 390 30-pages questionnaires 

 



completely filled by real shoppers in the Square One shopping mall (in Toronto area). 
This data belongs to two main categories: non-spatial data such as demographic 
information (gender, age group, marital status, occupation, preferences, habits, etc.) 
and spatial data such as preferred entrance and exit doors, habitual itineraries, well-
known areas in the mall, etc.  

The data concerning the simulation environment (the mall) is stored in a 
geographic information system (GIS) of the Square One shopping mall. It is proven in 
the literature, that GIS is a better mean to store meaningful geographic data about a 
spatial environment. 

c. Developing the simulation prototype: 
Using the MAGS platform we developed the multiagent simulation prototype that 
simulates customers’ shopping behavior in a mall. As a case of study we used the 
Square One shopping mall. Using the MAGS platform we benefit from the advanced 
cognitive and spatial capabilities of its agents when developing the agents of our 
shopping behavior prototype: perceive, memorize, make complex decisions, reason 
about distances, navigate autonomously, etc.  

In Fig. 1.a and Fig. 1.b we display 2D and 3D screenshots of a simulation that 
involved 390 software Shoppers agents navigating in the virtual shopping mall. 

 

 

Fig. 1.a. The 2D simulation in MAGS platform 
(Square One mall) 

 

Fig. 1.b. The 3D simulation in MAGS platform 
(Square One mall) 

 
In the simulation prototype a Shopper agent comes to the mall in order to visit a list 

of specific stores or kiosks that are chosen before the simulation on the basis of the 
agent’s characteristics. It enters by a particular door and starts the shopping trip. 
Based on its position in the mall, its knowledge (memorization process) and on what 
it perceives in the mall (perception process), it makes decision about the next store or 
kiosk to visit (decision-making process). When it chooses a store or kiosk, it moves in 
its direction (navigation process). Sometimes, when it is moving to a chosen store or 
kiosk, the agent may perceive another store or kiosk (perception process) that is in its 
shopping list and that it did not know it before. In this case, the Shopper agent moves 
to this store or kiosk and memorizes its location (memorization process) for its next 
shopping trips. The Shopper agent accomplishes this behavior continually until it 
visits all the stores or kiosks on its list or until it has not enough time left for the 

 



shopping trip. If the Shopper agent has still time for shopping and some stores or 
kiosks of its list are in locations unknown by the agent, it starts to explore the 
shopping mall to search for these stores or kiosks. When the Shopper agent reaches 
the maximum time allowed to the shopping trip, it leaves the mall.  
A Shopper agent can also come to the mall without a specific list of stores or kiosks to 
visit: This corresponds to a real person coming to the mall to explore it, to see people, 
or to make exercise, etc. In the exploration mode the Shopper agent takes its preferred 
paths in the shopping mall. In this mode the moving action of the Shopper agent to the 
stores, kiosks, music areas, odor areas, lighting areas, is directed by its habits and 
preferences. For example, if the Shopper agent likes cars and it passes in front of a 
car exhibition, it can move to this exhibition. To extend our simulation prototype, we 
can simulate the Shopper reactions to the mall’s atmosphere. We can insert special 
agents that broadcast music, lighting or odor. If the shopper agent is in the exploration 
mode and likes the music or the lighting or the odor broadcasted by these special 
agents, it may move toward them and possibly enter the associated store. 

During its shopping trip a Shopper agent can feel the need to eat or to go to the 
restroom (simulated by a dynamic variable reaching a given threshold). Since these 
needs have a higher priority than the need to shop or to play, the agent suspends 
temporarily its shopping trip and goes to the locations where it can eat something or 
to restrooms. In our geosimulation prototype the priorities of the activities of the 
shopping behavior are defined based on Maslow’s hierarchy of needs [10].  

d. Verifying and validating the simulation prototype: 
Our simulation prototype is intended to be used by end-users as a decision making 
tool about the simulated system. In order to increase the users’ confidence in the 
simulation models of the prototype, it is important to verify and validate these models. 
According to literature, verification and validation of human behaviors are extremely 
complex. The complexity of the shopping behavior in a mall to verified and validated 
leads us to make some choices and define some limits concerning the simulation 
models and especially the shopper’s one. First, we are more interested to verify and 
validate the shopper agent’s decision-making process. Second, we focus on some 
specific shopping situations in order to evaluate the movement decisions made by the 
shopper agent inside the virtual mall. Finally, we focus only on some shopping 
activities during the shopping situations (e.g., go to a shop, go to a snack bar, go to a 
restaurant, leave the mall, etc.). For each shopping activity in a specific situation, we 
observe if the shopper agent behaves (or make decision) like real shopper when he 
does the same activity in the same situation. Comparisons between decisions made by 
real shoppers and those made by software shopper agents give us idea about the 
credibility of the simulation model (decision-making process) in our prototype. 

 



4 A ‘usable’ agent-based geosimulation prototype: The case of 
the Square One shopping mall (Toronto) 

In Section 2, we presented some requirements to be satisfied by a simulation to be 
usable. In this section we aim to present the shopping behavior prototype from a 
usability point of view. Before showing the use of the prototype by end-users, we 
present how we collect output data from the simulation using observer agents. This 
output data, as well as analyses results on it, serve as a basis to the end-users in order 
to make efficient decisions about the shopper agent’s behavior of the shopper agents 
or about the spatial configuration of the mall. 

4.1 Collecting simulation outputs using intelligent agents   

The simulation output data is collected using specific software agents called 
Observers. The mission of an observer agent is to gather non-spatial and spatial data 
about the course of the simulation, and more especially about shopper agents which 
enter its perception field. Observer agents have capabilities that allow them to collect 
relevant non-spatial and spatial data during the simulation execution. The collected 
data is recorded in files and analyzed after the simulation. The analysis results are, 
then, used by end-users in order to make decisions in relation to the shopping 
behaviors of the agents and the spatial configuration of the simulation environment 
(mall).  

4.2 The use of the Mall_MAGS prototype  

A shopping mall manager can change the spatial configuration of the shopping mall 
(change a store location, close a door or a corridor, etc.) and create different 
simulation scenarios. For each scenario the manager can launch the simulation and 
collect the results. By comparing the results of different scenarios he can assess the 
impact of spatial changes in the mall.  

To illustrate the use of our shopping behavior geosimulation tool we used 2 
simulation scenarios. In the first one we launch a simulation with a set of input data 
about the shopping mall (GIS) (see Fig. 2.a) and about a population of 390 shoppers. 
For this first scenario the system generates output data about the itineraries that the 
Shoppers agents take in the shopping mall. In scenario 2 we exchange the location of 
two department stores: Wal-Mart and Zellers (Fig. 2.b), we launch the simulation 
again and the observer agents generate the output data about the itineraries of the 
same population of Shoppers agents. By comparing the output data of the two 
scenarios we notice the difference of the paths that the Shopper agents followed to 
attend the department stores Wal-Mart and Zellers stores. For example, the simulation 
output analysis shows us that corridor X is less frequented in scenario 2 than in 
scenario 1 (Fig. 3.a). However, corridor Y is more frequented in scenario 2 than in 
scenario 1 (Fig. 3.b). In these figures the flow of the agents Shoppers which pass 
through a corridor is represented by a line which is attached to this corridor. The 
width and the color of this line are proportional to the flow of Shoppers agents that 

 



pass through the corridor. If this flow grows, the width of the line grows and its color 
becomes darker. By a data analysis on the attributes of the Shopper agent (e.g., 
gender, age, etc.) we can see that in scenario 2, most of the Shoppers agents that go 
through corridor Y are female and they come to the mall to visit female cloth stores. If 
the mall manager chooses the mall configuration of scenario 2, he may think of 
renting the spaces along corridor Y to female cloth stores.  

It is important to note that: 
- The simulation output data are generated using software agents called Observers.  
- The data analysis of the geosimulation output (non-spatial and spatial data) is 

implemented in an analysis tool that we developed using Microsoft Visual basic 6.0. 
This user-friendly tool uses the data generated by the Observers agents in order to 
make non-spatial and spatial analysis. The data generated from the shopping behavior 
geosimulation can be also analyzed and explored using a tool called SOLAP (Spatial 
On Line Analytical Processing) [4]. An example of using the SOLAP tool to explore 
geosimulation output data is presented in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4 the user can see the 
percentage of shopper agents (by age and gender) which visit three big stores in 
Square One mall (Wall-Mart, Zellers, and The Bay). 
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Fig. 4. Geosimulation output data analysis using SOLAP tool [4] 

5 Satisfying the requirements 

Based on the requirements defined in Section 3 of this paper, we think that our 
shopping behavior simulation prototype is: 
- ‘believable’ because:  

- it benefits from the advanced capabilities of the agents offered by the MAGS 
platform. The agents in the prototype exhibit believable shopping behaviors and 
capabilities, in the sense that they can perceive, memorize, make decisions, 
reason, act, navigate, etc. They also have complex structure that integrates 
different types of variables: demographic, psychological, social, etc.; 
- it uses non-spatial and spatial real data related to the shopping behavior (which 
are collected from real shoppers using questionnaires) and data related to the 
simulation environment (mall) (which are stored in geographic information 
systems (GIS)). 

- ‘usable’ because:  
- it can visualize on screen the simulation in 2D and 3D modes; 
- it allows the user to control the simulation (the time, the visualization modes, 
etc.); 
- it can generate output data (non-spatial and spatial) using agents called 
‘observer agents’. This output data can be used by end-users for decision-
making purposes; 
- it can be easily combined with analysis tools that can analyze and explore non-
spatial and spatial data generated by the simulation in order to support decision-
making.  

6 Conclusion and future works 

In this paper we presented some simulation applications that aim to simulate human 
behaviors in spatial environments. We also presented the main limitations of these 

 



applications in terms of ‘believability’ and ‘usability’. Then, we presented some 
requirements for the agent-based simulations in order to be more ‘believable’ and 
‘usable’. After that, we presented an agent-based simulation prototype of customers’ 
shopping behavior in a mall and, we discussed how this prototype can be ‘believable’ 
and ‘usable’ for end-users. The main contributions of our work are the following: 

- The development of ‘believable’ agent-based simulation prototype of 
shopping behavior in a mall. The rich structure and behavior of the shopper 
agents, and empirical data used in the simulation, make these agents enough 
believable to simulate the shopping behavior of real shoppers in a mall. 

- The development of a ‘usable’ agent-based simulation prototype that helps 
end-users (mall managers) to assess different spatial configurations of their 
mall. 

- The coupling of the shopping behavior prototype with spatial analysis tools 
(our tool and the SOLAP one) in order to better analyze and explore output 
data generated from the geosimulation. 

 
As future works we plan: (1) to enhance our prototype and especially the spatial 

cognitive capabilities of the intelligent agents in order to simulate more complex 
customers’ shopping behavior in a mall (entertainment behaviors, social and groups 
behaviors, etc.); (2) to extend the usage of the simulator in order to help mall 
managers to make decisions about marketing strategies related to the changes of 
music or odor in a corridor, change of temperature, or wall colours in certain areas, 
etc. For each change they would execute the simulation and collect results. By 
comparing these results they can make decisions about the optimal marketing strategy 
to adopt. How to propose a systematic way to carry out these comparisons is still an 
open research area; and (3) to validate our geosimulation models, document our 
prototype and deliver a final version of the Mall_MAGS prototype to the managers of 
the Square One shopping mall in Toronto. 
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